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IMPROVEMENTS COMI i s
FOR VIDEO SCREEN
Daily program schedule to be established
by Blair Cosgrove
Those students wanting to
know when a daily format will
be established for the video
screen in the Tower Lounge,
will appreciate the news given
out recently by Student's
Association president Bill
Jost.
Jost explained that the erratic channel switching seen
thus far on the screen is the
result of breaking-in the unit's
satellite dish. "For the last
couple of weeks we've been
setting up the dish and checking out which signals it will
pick up, etc.", Jost said.
In regards to establishing
a daily program schedule, Jost

indicated that student input
from Bug Day and requests at
the SA office will determine
what shows will be broadcast.
"The screen will run from 8
a.m. to 10:30 p.m. every
day", he indicated "and what
most people want to watch is
what we'll watch." .
Our SA president said
that most likely, the movie
channel will run during the
day with other stations being
shown at night for the evening
students.
Student input on the issue
will be obtained from a special
questionnaire attached to the
Bug Day forms, Jost said.
In regard to making the
Tower Lounge more comfortable for students watching the
shows, Jost said the SA and

Student Council will be
deciding on improvements
within the next two weeks.
"We're interested in putting some foam cushions
down", he said "and we
definitely feel there is a need
for putting up curtains on that
middle window." Jost said that
chairs cannot be purchased
because there is no money for
them in this year's SA budget.

Photo by Maureen Shaw

HOMETOWNS GET FESTIVAL
by Doug Tabak
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Projector
Red River Community College

You're probably going to
hear a lot more about the
many rural festivals and events
in Manitoba thanks to a new
government grant.
Lloyd Axworthy, federal
minister of employment and
immigration, and Muriel
Smith, Manitoba's tourism
minister, announced in early
September that eight rural
festivals are receiving grants
under the new Destination
Manitoba program.
The grants are being used
to expand the marketing programs of the festivals and to
help find new ways to promote
their colorful events. It's
hoped that increased general
awareness and increased
advertising will attract bigger
crowds to rural Manitoban
festivities. The main goal of

Perogies, pigs and panties
featured in Scavenger Hunt
by Susie Lazaruk
What do a dozen
perogies, a Maytag repairman,
a pair of black crotchless panties, and a live pig have in
common?
Not much, unless you're
into close encounters of the
kinky kind or you were a participant in the college's annual
scavenger hunt on Friday,
September 17.
The contest, which was
open to groups of up to ten
students, pitted the scavengers
against time and each other to
try and collect as many of the
50 items as possible.
Team no. 1 managed to
scavenge 35 items, beating out
Teams 2 and 3, collecting 26
and 21 items respectively, to
win this year's event. The winners have actually collected 38
items, including such articles
as five pounds of dried cow
buns, a Portage Avenue street

registered for the hunt at 12:00
noon at the Tower Lounge for
50 cents a person, with instructions to return at the check-in
time of 6:00 p.m.

the $200 prize money, Beyak
replied that they "spent it that
night at the social."
Melody Fraser, program
coordinator for the Student's
Association blames the low
turnout on the early date. She

sity of Manitoba." t he pig
people there were not able to
lend the swine because of the

said the contest, which attracted the same number of
teams in 1982, may be staged
later next year to allow
students time to first adjust to

risk of disease. "We ended up
going all the way to
Lockport", said Beyak.
Obtaining the Blue
Bomberette in costume Droved

sign, and a member of the
Blue Bombers, but three were
disallowed, such as the black

crotchless panties for having
too much red in them.
The three teams, all from
Business Administration,

the winners, according to
Beyak, had the most fun getting a picture of the team in
the pool at the International
Inn, as a few of the guys

the Destination ivianitopu uject is to continue efforts to
develop and expand the tourist
industry in Manitoba.
In the breakdown of the
grants, which total over
$41,000, Axworthy said that a
$10,000 grant was offered to
the Thresherman's Reunion
and Stampede held in Austin.
He also added that a
grant of $15,000 is being offered to Steinbach in support
of their Pioneer days. In addition the Thompson Nickel
Days will receive a grant of
$3,000.
Other events that will also
receive grants are: the Gardenton Ukrainian Festival, the
Frog Follies in St. PierreJolys, the Snow Lake Fun
Festival, the Teulon-Interlake
Jubilee, and the Dauphin
harness races.
The
Destination
Manitoba program is a fiveyear Tourism Development
Agreement, cost shared 60 per
cent by the federal government
and 40 per cent by the provincial Department of Economic
Development and tourism.

couldn't wait to get their
clothes off.
Asked of their plans for

Ken Beyak, captain of the
winning team, said the
toughest item to get was the
live pig. "We wasted time,"
he said, "going to the Univer-

to be the easiest for Team no.
1. (For those that think the
Blue Brigade is easy, one of
team members is related to
her.)

GRANTS

Scavenger hunt team gets
"hip deep" into the action

the college.
Team no. 2, led by
Maureen Huyghe took home
the second place prize of $50,
while Team no. 3 with Craig
Last as captain received the
$25 prize for third.
Congratulations to the
winners: Ken Beyak, Gerry
Rummery, Bryan Hartley,
Brian Gibson, Kevin Just,
Joanne Pawling, Karen
Tresoor, Tracey French, Mag
Peterson, and Kathy Stople.
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"Cruise" in'
for a bruisin
Canada helping to
escalate arms race
by Val Mace

were to reach a nuclear arms
limitation or reduction agreement.

Everyone who Walked
for Peace on June 12 can bring
out their marching shoes
again.
On Oct. 30th, nuclear
weapon protestors will once
again stage a major walk
nation-wide, in Winnipeg starting at the legislature this time
the walk is to protest the
testing of Cruise missiles in
Canada.
These tests are to be done
by the United States this
winter at Primrose Lake,
Alta., where there is a testing
range.
MP Terry Sargeant,
(Selkirk-Interlake), a guest
speaker at the "Refuge The
Cruise" rally on Sept. 29, says
the Cruise missile "adds a
whole new, potentially very
dangerous and potentially very
frightening element to nuclear
war."
The Cruise missiles
themselves are small (about 21
ft. long), pilotless and jet
powered. Each missile carries
a 200 kiloton nuclear
warhead the equivalent of
15 Hiroshima bombs. They
can be fired from aircrafts,
ships, submarines or ground
launchers.
One of the more frightening elements about the missile
is that they travel low and are
almost impossible to detect by
radar. This gives a potential
victim little chance for
defense.
Sargeant explains that the
missile is "so small it can be
hidden in the back of a truck"
and adds that missiles could be
hidden even if the superpowers
.

already, is the most boring
speaker in Winnipeg bar none.
With each sentence, a
paraphrase of his words comes
up on the screen. "In Canada
today . . . " TODAY in
bright golden letters on the
screen. Dig the Orwell-like
communication, man. And
while Porter drones on, you
can count the number of nervous, impatient coughs in the
audience. Only the female
punkers have the guts to get up
and walk out.
And afterwards, there is
less polite applause. Porter has
made only one mention of
Moon and the Unification
Church — in his last
paragraph. He's given a sermon on love and God with the
style of first year existential
logic even a Liberal Arts
university student can poke
holes in. There must be a cause
for the world. There must be a
cause for love. Therefore God
exists. Not necessarily true,
and big deal.
What did it all come
down to? So many people
would have liked to go to the
meeting. And yet this was the
night of the Big Sleep. No
Nazi screaming and ranting to
converts, no brawls. The bor-

The sad side, Sargeant
points out, is that Canada
does not have a responsibility
to NATO or to the U.S. to test
nuclear weapons. He says that
by agreeing to test the missiles
"we're getting back into the'
nuclear role."
Russia has said that if the
U.S. develops Cruise missiles
they will begin to develop their
own, making the threat of a
nuclear holocaust even
greater.
Six MP's, including
Sargeant, from the three major parties, have signed the
Commons Minority Reports
on Security and Disarmament,
calling for the cancellation of
these tests.
In Winnipeg, the Winnipeg Co-ordinating Committee for Disarmament (WCCD)
is working full-time. Martin
Zeilig, publicity co-ordinator,
says that the prevention of
these tests is the "major contribution Canadians can make
now to the cause of world
peace." He adds that
"thousands of Manitobans
have sent cards to the Prime
Minister's office, demanding
that Cruise missiles be kept
out of Canada.''
The Oct. 30th protest
walk and rally, will assemble
at the legislature grounds at
11:30 a.m. The walk will move
along Memorial Boulevard to
Portage Avenue, to Main
Street and down Broadway
Avenue.
Nearly 20,000 Winnipeggers turned out to Walk for
Peace last June.

MOON
ing presentation could have
been a deliberate Moonie tactic. After all, the Moonies
don't like attention or examination, and Winnipeg was
reacting to them with nearhysteria (to get excited is
hysteria for Winnipeg).
But the press and camera
boys extracted from the
Moonies just what they
wanted. What would have
started as a normally dull
evening — and finally ended
that way — started with all
the promise of a good, long
show. Because the Moonies
were interesting stuff nationally, our local media took it for
granted that they would be interesting stuff here. Journalists get called down so
often for creating events, yet
in this case it was true. But the
freakshow blew up in their
faces, and John Harvard at
least had the gumption to admit it in his editorial the next
night. Projector people walked out with the same idea,
growing naturally out of
disappointment. The bottom
line is — for all those of you

News

STUDENTS FRIEND
by Dave Leidl
A fresh academic year has
begun, bringing with it the
usual worries and upsets for
the new student. Varied as
they might be, these concerns
can generally be summed up in
one terse phrase — Classes
and Coin, "Will I survive this
hellish workload and, if I do,
will I be existing on beans and
bread by the time June rolls
around?".
Terrifying questions indeed.
How well you do
scholastically is up to you.
You'll get as much as you give.
Money however, that's different. If you're on a fixed
budget, your control over the
steady hemorrhage of funds
can be slight indeed. Food,
gas, rent — the money drips
away.
Food and gas expenses
are usually painful but
bearable; rent is the killer.
Every month your tear-stained
dollars are bundled up and
sent off to the grumpy
landlord, never to be seen
again. Every month your bank
balance lurches downward.
Every month you despair
anew.
Perhaps we can help.
We at The Student's
Friend are only too aware of
how important it is to
economize, to stretch every
dollar til it shrieks, to save
every penny for the important
things in college life (such as
beer). We've therefore rummaged around in our big bag
of wisdom and have come up
with a few choice bits of information and advice for those of
you looking for a reasonable
alternative to expensive housing and high rents. We hope
they prove useful
Housing, like gold, is
where you find it. One person
can exhaust themselves combing a likely neighbourhood
and find nothing. Another, using their eyes and imagination,
can walk down the same
streets and find literally
dozens of cozy little places just

continued from page 5

who still would have liked to
have gone to the Moonie
meeting, you missed nothing.
Final Act: People are very
quiet as they step out of the
Westin later. It is a rather cool
evening, with a chilling breeze
reminding everyone that it's
not summer anymore. The
nuns are still outside the heavy
doors, as if they had taken
root in the cement. Anticultists are still solemnly passing out pamphlets. They contain such paranoid warnings
as: "Beware of people who are
excessively or inappropriately
friendly." Then in italics:

"There are few instant friendships." One young man in a
jean jacket and moldy
sneakers walks into the street.
With a gesture of finality, he
crumples the pamphlet and
tosses it away. The anticultists, if they had seen that,
would probably have not
recognized what it meant. So
we lost one. But the whole silly
game was over.

begging for a smart cookie
(like you) to move in and call
them home.
What sort of places?
Packing cartons for instance. Check behind appliance stores and in back
alleys. Lots of boxes are
discarded every day. With a
bit of work, any one of them
could be transformed into, not
a mere place, but a home.
First choose a suitable
box. Refrigerator containers
are excellent, wide and roomy
with more than enough space
should you wish to entertain
that very special friend.
Washing machine cartons you
might find a trifle cramped,
although they can be useful
should your folks drop in for
the weekend.
Now to find a suitable
location for your new abode.
For those who like the excitement of nightlife, there are
any number of laneways and
alleys criss-crossing the heart
of our city. Nestled near, say,
Eaton's loading dock, a few
broken bottles lying about for
effect, a townhouse par excellence.
For those of a more
bucolic nature, we can recommend the far edge of the West
Parking Lot. Aside from the
joys of nature, you'll also appreciate the short distance to
class. Sleep in without worry.
Enjoy your luncheon in the
privacy of your own home. No
more brown-bagging for you!
And for those who desire
the best of both worlds, we
suggest Central Park, in the
downtown core. Close to the
Notre Dame bus route, handy
to the Ellice Street Liquor
Mart, what more could you
want? Drift off every night to
the soothing rustle of wind in
the trees and water splashing
in the fountain, the restful
sounds totally masking the
footfalls of any creeping
lunatics. Ah, bliss.
Speaking of wind and
water, be sure to waterpoof
your carton. Fall and winter
can be tough in Winnipeg.
Silicon sprays are best; they're
easy and fun to use. Scotchguard is an excellent product. Be sure to cover both top
and bottom, inside and out.
Follow the directions on the
can and be sure not to smoke
while doing the inside. You
wouldn't want a premature
house-warming party, would
you? Let the cardboard dry
thoroughly before moving in.

It gets cold here, so be
sure to insulate. Dry leaves are
plentiful and cheap, and give
off a lovely fragrance when
crushed up. Watch for bugs.
A few holes cut in the side
for light and air, and there you
are! Your new home! A trifle
unorthodox perhaps, but
think of the rent money you'll
be saving. And all because you
dared to be different.
The possibilities are
endles. Trash cans, culberts,
Glad gargage bags ("the hefty
ones"), Salvation Arms
boxes, the mind boggles.
A bit of a warning befort
you go racing off. Be sure tc
check out all the angles first
There comes to mind a rather
sad story we heard concerning
a scholar of Meatcutting who
took up residence in an apartment building dumpster.
Warm, dry, plenty to read and
eat, a superb sanctuary for one
of his ilk. Things were so good
in fact, that within a couple of
days he had set up a fraternity.
Life looked rosy indeed.
Alas, all good things must
end. One fateful evening,
while wriggling down to the
bottom of the bin prior to
retiring, they chanced upon a
half-empty jug of Bon White
(no doubt discarded by a wino
with a strong sense of selfpreservation). Elated with
their good fortune, they began
to party. Soon both they and
the bottle were exhausted.
They fell into blissful slumber,
dreaming of pork loins,
chicken breasts, rump roasts
and other delights of the flesh.
Their sleep was so profound in
fact, they failed to wake in
time to sit for the Pork Chop
Practicum, thus seriously affecting their year's standing.
Even worse than this (depending on how you look at it),
they failed to wake in time to
miss the weekly arrival of the
compactor truck.
The results were, needless
to say, unfortunate.
A lesson for us all — it's
so easy to get into a jam, so
hard to get out of one (Ask the
garbagemen; a couple of them
still feel bad about the whole
thing). Stay alert.
And on that cautionary
note, dear Reader, we must
end this missive. We bid you
good-bye and good luck and
leave with you the immortal
words of John Howard Payne:
"Mid pleasures and palaces
though we may roam,
Be it ever so humble, there's
no place like home."
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Danny Thompson, Doug
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Hairdressing
course cut off

Photo copiers
in short supply

•••••■••

by Vera-Lynn Kubinec
The college's hairdressing
course was discontinued this
year because there are too
many hairdressing schools in
the province, said college

.

difference between the two
courses is that barbers are
taught with greater emphasis
on shaving and cutting,
whereas hairdressing concentrates more on coloring,
rollers, manicure, and
makeup.
To make up for the loss
of the hairdressing course

RRCC's hairdressing course is being cancelled.
Photo by Maureen Shaw
barber styling instructor John
Unger.
The number of private
hairdressing schools combined
with some high schools that
now offer hairdressing lessened the need for the course at
Red River, Unger said in a recent interview.
He said the college was
training only about 15 per cent
of all hairdressers schooled
each year in Manitoba. In
comparison, Red River trains

90 per cent of the barbers, he
said.
Unger explained that the
Unger plans to teach barber
students some of the elements
unique to hairdressing. "I
hope to equip people with
most of the services associated
with either hairdressing or
barbering," he said.
Students can continue this
year to take advantage of

by Sandra Sobko
Once again this year,
photocopier shortages are
plaguing RRCC. Nearly
20,000 full and part-time
students have access to three
photocopying machines — a
ratio of one copier for every
6,666 students.
ITEM: Last year, the Student Association made a
$1,500 profit on photocopier
operations. A $3,000 profit is
predicted this year.
ITEM: Copying materials
elsewhere in the city (including
the public library) costs .15 to
.25 cents per page.
ITEM: Two of the copiers
(located in the Cave) are serviced by the SA secretary during office hours, 8:30-4:00.
There is no one to service these
copiers should the machines
need refilling past 4:00 p.m.
ITEM: The University of
Winnipeg has a ration of one
copier per 1,000 students. The

modest prices for haircutting
services offered by the barber
students. Starting next week
the students will take afternoon appointments for men's
haircuts with supervision by
the instructor.

University of Manitoba Dame
Library alone contains seven
copiers.
ITEM: The SA has just
spent $13,000 for a T.V.
satellite dish and screen. Last
year's executive spent $3,000
for eight closed-circuit T.V.
monitors displaying information about SA activities.
Student Association Bill
Jost says the SA has not planned to lease any more copiers
this year because they have not
received any complaints. The
copiers have no instructions
informing students where they
are able to complain about
copier services. Jost says the
SA leased two additional
photocopiers last year. One of
the four photocopiers is
designated for SA use only.
Jost says "there is
nowhere to put them
(copiers)." Fire regulations
prohibit the placement of
copiers in open areas such as
halls. "Even if we did place
them in the halls they would be
abused by the students."

The results of last year's
Bug Day, an SA conducted
survey on student concerns,
revealed 16 per cent of Red
River students were
dissatisfied with copier
facilities. Dissatisfaction with
copiers placed sixth on the list
of the top ten student concerns. The top five student
concerns did not fall within
SA jurisdiction.

Chief
Porter,
Pat
Librarian at the LRC says
"the situation this year has improved from our point of
view." The library houses only
one copier this year, voluntarily serviced by library staff.
The library receives no copier
revenue. "The hassle of calling the SA office every time
the copier needed refilling occurred too frequently," said
Porter.
Jost says the SA may consider leasing more machines
"if students indicate they want
them."

Annual General
Council Meeting

Later this term they will
do women's haircuts, and
eventually perms, Unger said.
The cost for any cut, including
a wash, is two dollars.

October 26, 12 noon
White Lecture Theatre

" FRESH EYRE"

Everyone Welcome

by Daniel Barn?
The Winnipeg Art Gallery
is presently showing a collection of Ivan Eyre's work. Eyre
is a native of Winnipeg who
has become internationally
known over the past few years.
The collection which includes
27 of his paintings is the first
of it's kind in eight years.
Eyre combines realist and
abstract to create art that goes
beyond realism. Eyre's landscapes exemplify this and are a
principle part of the exhibit.
His mixture of full dark colours and those that at times
border on electric flow
together well. The pairing
gives his paintings incredible
texture. He gives the viewer an
understanding and feeling of
the harsh and rugged side of
the wilderness. He makes you
part of the painting. You can
almost feel the brisily and
coarse surface of the forests
underbrush.
Unlike nature, when man
is portrayed in Eyre's paintings the colours are cold and
stark, the lines are bold and
straight.

The size of the canvasses
he uses enables him to capture
the expanse of nature. Summer Suite (1979) is composed
of three separate canvasses.
Placed side by side they offer a
panoramic view of the lush
green countryside.
This lyrical quality
doesn't transcend through to
his other works. His more
abstract paintings provide the
viewer with a discerning view
of the compatibility between
man and nature. Eyre's work
suggests that the two cannot
be harmonious while together.
In the Morning Snow (1977) a
crumpled dirty man seems
displaced as his loies before a
tranquil snow covered forest.
Like his other abstract works,
man juts harshly into the
natural surroundings on the
canvass.
Eyre says that he doesn't
follow or pay attention to
trends in the art world. So, he
displays this by the unique
style and thought portrayed on
his canvasses.
The exhibition which runs
until October 31, is a worth
while way to spend a quiet
afternoon.

Everyday Law
Reprinted
from
Public Legal Education Activities, sponsored by the Law
Society of Manitoba
and the Canadian
Department
of
Justice.
You didn't think it could
happen, but it did. You've
been arrested. Now what?
When police officers arrest you, they must do five
things: identify themselves as
police officers, tell you you're
under arrest, say why you've
been arrested, touch you . to
show you're in their custody
and inform you of your right
to retain legal counsel without
delay.
Unless the police have a
warrant or other legal grounds
for arresting you, they have no
right to detain you. If you're
not arrested, you don't even
have to stop, answer questions, or identify yourself.

Police powers of arrest
differ depending on the nature
of the offence. For less serious
crimes, such as indecent exposure, the police need a warrant to arrest you, unless they
catch you in the act.
The police have wider
powers with some more
serious offences, such as
murder or theft over $200. If
the police have reasonable
grounds to believe you committed the crime, they can arrest you.
Also, if the police have
good reason to think you are
about to break the law, you
can be arrested. But, unless
you're charged, they must
release you as soon as they are
satisfied you won't commit the
offence.
Most people willingly cooperate with the police. But
remember, if you do talk,
anything you say may be used
against you.
If you are arrested, it's
best to get legal counsel as
soon as possible.
This column is intended
as general legal information
only.
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Projector Feature Spread

by Guy Prokopetz

`All religion that is deeply
grounded tries to persuade
others of the truth of its
beliefs.'
-Unification News
`The special interest of the
media is to sell newspapers
and to attract viewers. The
`cult story' hag all the drama
needed: religion, money, sex,
family, exotic races, strange
cultures, supposed conspiracies, white-hatted
vigilantes . . . '
-Unification News
`There is nothing wrong with
money.' I
-Sun Yung oon
`Beware of people with invitations to film meals and lectures.
THERE IS NO FREE
LUNCH!
-Manitoba Cult Awareness
pink pamphlet
`Cults are characterized by:
exclusivity and isolation, exploitation of a member's
finances, utilization of
methods of ego destruction
and mind control, totalitarian
goverance, and a leader who
claims divinity or a special
relationship with God.
-Manitoba Cult Awareness
yellow pamphlet
`Why have Moon when you
can have Jesus?'
-Manitoba nun's protest
Moonie
`This
outfit — they're just a bunch
of kidnappers. That Korean is
just filling his own pocket.
He's got them all brainwashed. Now he's trying to avoid
paying taxes. We pay our
taxes!'
-Jehovah Witness Member
The Moonies came in
with a bang and went with a
whimper. They simply never
had a chance against the allied
forces of the media, the protestors, the parents, and the
indifference of their intended
victims. The barrage of antimoonie propaganda was so
pervasive that our unsuspecting youths never had a chance
to be seskiad. The message
was lo fl arid clear all across
the cit3' `Moonies, take a
hike!' Insfact the real stars of
the Moottie Snow which was
held at the Westin Hotel on
Sept. 16 were not the Moonies
but the media. It was a case of
overreaction to a non-event on
their part. Not that it was boring — when the media stages
its own show, everybody gets
into the act. Reporters interview other reporters, and TV
cameras film each other the
glare. Meanwhile the original
hosts of the show, the
Moonies, stood back against
the walls like well-tailored
vases. Even their own religious
fervor was no match for the
divine light of the cameras.
Not that the Moonies
hadn't tried. After arriving in
Winnipeg in August, they
wasted little time in getting
down to business. They
swarmed all over downtown
Winnipeg like inspired bees,
handing out their messages of
love and their beige pamphlets. 'Canada at the
Crossroads — The New
Millenium' — who could
resist such an invitation to
glimpse the road ahead for our
recession-ravaged country?
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The Moonies didn't confine
themselves to the streets, but
also took their campaign door
to door. Why- not? Salesmen
still come calling with their life
insurance policieL home insulation, Hoover vacuum
cleaners; and – Gencyclopedia
sets. Why not sell Rev. Moon
the same way? Strangely
enough, the Moonie that came
to my door even looked like a
life insurance salesmen, with
his neatly-tailored brown suit
and tie, close-cropped hair and
pasted-on smile.
'Hi! I'm selling the Moon
today. Are you interested?'
Unfortunately for the
Moonies, not many people
were. Most knew beforehand
what they were selling. The
Moonie front — the Unification Church, may have fooled
a few people at first, but
through the anti-Moonie
media barrage, the uninformed soon saw the light. 'Sorry,
not interested.'
Let's face it, the Moonies
came at a bad time. Winnipeggers were irritable and irate
after a dreary summer. Jobs
and sunshine were both in
short supply. People wanted
sun, not Moon, but they got
the latter. Nothing big had
happened in Winnipeg all
summer, .Apd the media was
edgy. RI wile. the Moonies,
intent, whetht they admitted
it or ncrt-, on recruiting
members for the Moonie
cause. Mootriiimself was in
New York lacing tax evasion
charges; the extent of his vast
private Holy Korean Empire
gradually becoming clear.
Meanwhile, Moonie kids were
out on the streets selling
chocolates and peanut brittle
to help finance his films. And
now here were the Moonies
themselves, in flesh and blood,
baring their -fangs to bite the
untried necks of Winnipeg's
innocent unsuspecting babes.
The media howled, and
mothers got out their garlic
and stakes. Everybody got on
the Moonie bandwagon, in
order to burn it up. The media
gleefully fanned the flames.
Reter Warren,
Winnipeg's watchdog, rounded up a former Moonie now
studying at U of M and
brought him in to CJOB. The
ex-Moonie carefully explained
how the Moonies brainwashed
new recruits. Housewives
learned of a new threat besides
unscrupulous landlords and
welfare agents. John Harvard
and the CBC went Mooniescalping, as did other radio
and TV stations. Exorcists
were called in. Chief among
them was the Manitoba Cult
Awareness Centre which
fought tooth and nail against
the Moonies. They took to the
`The Great Propaganda War'
by countering 'Canada at the
Crossroads' with 'Beware!
Cults are Here!' and 'Cults on
Campus'. Th/ meted out to
the Moonies a., ;paste of their
own medicine" Ahd there was
more. Irving Hexham (appropriately 'named), a professor of religious studies at
the U of M was dragged out of
the dusty obscurity of his
department,yaired before the
public and/then oved back
into the closet:6 ,Hk message
was untirervingly unalarmist — M9onis numbers
were small.; only about 5,000
in all of North America, and
most of the brainwashing
techniques were confined to
the Moonie retreat at

`MOONIES ECLIPSED'

Anti-cult protestors outside the Westin Hotel

Oakland, California. Hexham, however, was out of sync
with the town's mood, and
because of this and his
academic approach to the subject, the aroused public paid
him little heed. Much more exciting was ,the book,
`Moonwebs,' the account of a
young Canadian who was
brainwashed by the Moonies,
and the movie, 'Ticket to
Heaven', which, strangely
enough, didn't appear on any
Winnipeg screen during the
great Moonie debate.
Was it coincidence, then,
that Princess Grace, Bashir
Gemayal, and John Gardner
all died on the day that the
Moonies came knocking at my
door? His name was Robert,
and I let him in because I
wanted to see for myself if he's
go straight for the jugular. He
did.
`What is God's will for
Canada?' Robert asked me.
'I have no idea,' I
answered.
Robert explained that
Canada was at the crosswords,
that a new age was about to
dawn based on a revival of
spirituality and love. With it
would come a new set of
morals and values to replace
the decadent ones in existence
today. "We must be prepared
for the second coming of
Christ." Robert talked easily,
fluidly; he had obviously rattled this off a hundred times
before. Then he asked me who
Grace Kelly was.
I asked him about the
anti-Moonie campaign. He
blamed the media, accusing
them of blowing everything
out of proportion. He avoided
the next question about Rev.
Moon's wealth and his tax
evasion charge, and geared the
talk back to his well-rehearsed
lecture on the ills of our society, and the Love-Life of the
Moonies. For some reason, he
mentioned Samuel de
Champlain. He also left me
with a Moonie publication
called the 'Unification News,'
filled with missionary rhetoric,
and vehemently denying all
charges of brainwashing. The

Moonies neatly inverted the
brainwashing charge by charging the deprogrammers with
brainwashing. The evil
were
deprogrammers
laughingly called
faithbreakers.'
The big event itself, when
it finally arrived, proved to be
anti-climactic. There was a
protest outside the Westin, but
it wasn't nearly as big as had
been promised. The most prominent member of the protest
group had the least to say for
himself. He stood forlornly in
the centre of the boulevard
literally wrapped in protest,
his face covered with a piece of
rectangular Styrofoam, (the
kind that Safeway meats are
wrapped in). He wasn't really
sure why he was protesting,
and told me to talk to the
others because he was protesting for the same reason
they were. I thought it rather
frightening that a person
should clothe himself in protest on the basis of what others
told him, but them again, he
did get his picture in the Free
Press. Meanwhile, the protestors in front of the Westin
paraded back and forth with
their placards, hissing and
booing the Moonies.
Manitoba Cult Awareness
members assiduously passed
out anti-cult pamphlets in the
final battle of the Propaganda
War. Reporters flitted in and
out amongst the protestors,
and the cameras recorded it all
for posterity. There were even
a few Moonies around, vainly
trying to separate the grain
from the chaff and usher them
into the hotel. Protestors,
anti-cultists, and Christians
shouted warnings as they were
dragged to the slaughter.
The next person I interviewed was a quiet, dignified,
middle-aged man named W.
G. Gillespie. Gillespie was
probably one of the few people at the protest who had
reason to protest, but he maintained a very low profile. His
story was frightening.
`I'm here because I had a
son in the Moonies for two
year. I had to go down to

Florida and get him out
because he couldn't get out on
his own. I'm here because I
know why they're here — to
recruit, no matter what they
tell you. I just don't want the
Moonies dragging away any
more kids, that's all.'
Behind all the hype and
the hoopla, the sobering truth.
It was Gillespie that convinced
me that the Moonies represent
a real threat.
"I've met a lot of
Moonies and they're nice kids,
but they're brainwashed,"
Gillespie added.
Meanwhile, as the time
for the Moonie Show approached, the Westin started
to buzz with excitement. People milled about the front entrance, in the foyer, and
upstairs where the show was
about to start. The Westin
staff in tuxedos stood in the
background, their hand5
behind their backs, adding a
touch of class to the proceedings. It was like the arrival
of the stars at the Acaden”,
awards, tension and excitement building with each moment. Gradually, the crowd5
moved upstairs. Protestors
howled as they were left outside in the cold or refused entrance into the 'Moon' room.
John Harvard and his CBC
camera tried to wheedle their
way into the hall, but the
cameras had to remain behind.
Moonie members refused tc
speak to the media, repeating
over and over, 'No comment.
No comment.' They just
weren't cooperating with the
script.
We managed to get seats
in the reserved section at the
front. The front reserved
rows, in fact, remained glaringly empty the entire night, a
fitting symbol of the great
Moonie fiasco. Two punk
rockers in purple hair and
black leather jackets parked
themselves in the front row,
obviously mistaking the
Moonie show for a rock con•
cert. The stark contrast between the punkers and the welltailored Moonie who persuaded them to move was ir-

religiously humorous. Twc
rows behind us sat John Harvard, his camera abandoned in
the hallway. He looked quite
dashing in a light-brown
suit — too flashy to be
mistaken for a Moonie. Let's
face it — the line between the
stars and the media covering
them is growing dim these
days.
The Moonie Show finally
got under way after it was
delayed for a while by the
vigorous protestors. The show
consisted of two parts. The
first part was an audio-visual
slide show on the history of
Canada, ringing with optimism and patriotic sentiment. The hardships faced by
Champlain and the Jesuits in
New France as they attempted
to set up colonies and 'civilize'
the Indians, came in for
special attention. Brefuef's
suffering symbolized the
sacrifices that Canada's heroes
made to settle the country.
Canada's Christ figure so to
speak. It wasn't hard to pick
out thc theme of the entire
presentation — self-sacrifice.
(ie. Now it's your turn). The
slide show was geared towards
the level of a Grade 10 history
class, very slick, justifying the
entire Canadian historical experience on the basis of selfsacrifice for the good of
others. Very inspiring for a kid
looking for a cause.
The message was then
carried over in the long lovesong delivered by the Rev.
Martin Porter, the national
director of the Unification
Church of Canada. Employing a mixture of Sunday
school ethics, history,
psychology, philosophy, logic,
ethics, and basic Christian
theology all backed up with
more slides to drive home the
main points, Martin explained
away the problems facing man
today and what we must do to
get back into the fold.
Martin's long, somewhat
audacious sermon was not a
history of man but a 'History
of Man's Love.'
To carry us through the
interwoven skeins of his lovelogic, Martin began right back
at the beginning. 'Mind and
World are the Visible Expressions of the Infinite and Invisible God.' Who could argue
with such a mind-boggling
statement? The lesson to be
learned from man's fall in the
Garden of Eden was both his
intellectual presumption and
his falling from
grace — what this meant.
The history of the human race
from then on is the history of
man's 'misplaced love.' At the
very outset, man misdirected
his love for God and for his
fellow man (his altruistic
sense) by turning upon
himself, becoming selfcentred and narcissistic. Simply stated, man turned his love
inward, upon self, rather than
outward, upon others. Jesus's
teachings were an attempt to
redirect man's Love towards
his fellow man through selfsacrifice. In Martin's words,
`Jesus is the absolute standard
for all mankind; sacrificial
love is boundless, knows no
limits and is free.' However,
internal squabbles within the
Church and the rise of a new,
insidious enemy, humanism,
have gradually turned man
away from his God-centered
love so that he has become
even morf egotiitical and selfcentered. Man'i spirituality,

his love-eelationships with his
fellow man and with God,
have been replaced by
humanism's •self-seeking
values. It is only through selfsacrifice, through an unselfish
`Giving Wholeheartedly,' that
we will enjoy once again the
eternal, everlasting love of
God. 'Living for the benefit of
others is the directive of God.'
Martin finished off by quoting
the Rev. Moon, the only time
during the entire evening that
mention was made of him.
`This is a time of unprecedented spiritual awakening . . . a great change about
the truth of God is kindling a
revolution in man . . . it is a
preparation for a new beginning.' In other words, the Second Coming is just around
the corner, and if you want to
enter the Kingdom of Heaven,
you had better start making
sacrifices for others, and the
way to do that is to sell
chocolate bars or peanut brittle on street corners in the
name of Rev. Moon-no-in the
name of the Unification
Church. I've listened to encyclopedia salesmen — they
tell you that what you're buying is not a set of books, but
the world itself. Likewise,
Moon and his cohorts sell
salvation, in a very round-theworld, down-through-the ages
way.
Martin didn't fool
anybody with his lecture. But
he did succeed in boring and
disappointing them. People
came no to be converted, but
to be enikrtainpd, but enjoyed
neither. No high pressure sales
tactics, no confrontation between media and the Moonies.
The Mdonies had copped out.
In an interview outside the
showroom, Harvard called the
whole affair, 'bland and
uninspiring.'
But then again, what
could we expect? After all the
flak the Moonies received
from a hostile Winnipeg
public and a crusading media,

shirt pocket or in your had and
rudely dismiss you. "Nah,

ONE LAST LOOK
. . . AT THE MOON
THAT PASSED
OVER WINNIPEG
by Jeff Pearce

Act 1: Outside the Westin
Hotel, people are walking
down the street with a nervous
energy. The stop and look,
turn, then stop and look dance
that we all do when we see an
auto accident or — television
cameras focusing on an event.
There's a fellow with a sign
hung over his neck that says,
"Moonies not wanted in
Manitoba" and a mask over
his face. It's made out of the
square plastic that's usually
slipped under wrapped hamburger meat. If you ask this
man why he wears a mask,
he'll shuffle his feet and mumble, "You know" several
times without adding anything
else. If you say you don't
know, he'll finally reply it's all
a gimmick. All a gimmick, you
understand. But when a radio
reporter asks the same question with a microphone, he
starts to get a little hostile.
Meanwhile, nuns are taking a
valuable opportunity to go
collecting. A different group
of people hold signs that say,
"Why have Moon when you
can have Jesus?" And the
anti-cultists hand out as many

pamphlets as they can.

cannot be charged with
anything besides tax evasion.
And good ol' Moon should be
starting his short sentence for
that in a little while. So are the
Moonies a bunch of paper
tigers?
Julie Melagaan would
disagree. She's only seen her
cultmember sister once in over
four years. The young woman
is apparently still soliciting
funds for the Church is
Denver, Colorado. That's
where she joined an antipoverty organization called
Creative Community Project,
which is a known front for the
Moonies. Though Melagaan
does communicate with her
sister through phone calls and
letters, the girl refuses to come
home, even to see her father
who is hospitalized in intensive
care.
"It's hard to understand
her when I talk to her," says
Melagaan. "She sounds like
she's on a high all the time."
Nor will her sister return
to see her baby born out of
wedlock, preferring to think
of her friends in the Church as
her real family. The father of
the child abandoned her after
six months of her pregnancy,
which was a severe emotional
blow. But Julie Melagaan and
her relatives were able to cajole him into pleading with her

he's got one already," they tell
each other with surly annoyance. Few converts to be
made anymore tonight. But
they're having a swell time,
swaggering this way and that,
making remarks to the security
personnel and the Moonies
guarding the auditourium
door. Nobody laughs at the
jokes they make, except their
friends. In fact, the mood is
turning ugly. Nothing the
security can't handle, but the
catcalls are being traded more
often.
Everyone is talking. The
television cameras and lights
are blocking most people's
paths, but no one complains.
The Great God Video is here,
boys. Security doesn't want
them there, the Moonies don't
want them there, and the
general crowd lets itself get
pushed back, as if the CBC
had the right. It's just as well,
because the lights are hot and
blinding by the doors. You
can't see past them, and
you're almost looking forward
to tomorrow night's news so
that you can watch what you
missed. Even though you were
there.
John Harvard tries to
politely ask a Moonie
organizer a few questions.
Brushed off. He persists, then
tries to enter the auditourium.
After another low key argument, he is let in. Without the
cameras, please. And the
Moonies are carefully screening other people. Let's see,
who looks like a
troublemaker. A young man is
refused, even though he has a
ticket. Another man is let in
without one, by giving his
name for a reserved seat. Two
female punkers, their black
hair in a frenzy and their
jackets lettered with buttons,
get in after some swearing and

it was naive on the part of
the media to think the
Moonies would fall into the
trap. Instead, they took the
only option open to
them — they sanitized the
whole affair so that the public
outrage suddenly appeared as
an overreaction and the media
was left, in the words of John
Harvard in a postcommentary, 'with egg on
their faces.'
My point is that the whole
Moonie affair serves as a
prime example how the excesses of the media may overwhelm 'an event, and turn
public 'exposure' into media
overkill. In my mind, it would
have been better to catch the
Moonless in the act rather than
burying them beneath an
avalanch of adverse publicity.
It was a case of the pot calling
the kettle black, and we are
still left up in the air about the
Moonie's war crimes.
The next question: Will
the Moonies be back in Winnipeg? Not for quite a while,
obviously. They'll be licking
their wounds and reassessing
their attack for some time. But
missionaries are a persistent
lot and I don't think we should
count the Moonies out. The
threat still remains. The next
time they come, let's give them
a warm welcome, and then,
after the show, bring them to
trial. This time they escaped.

It's not an act really, but
it sure . looks like a circus.
Because there are cameras
from all three of Winnipeg's
local TV stations gently whirring, their lights blinking on
and off as the reporters shuttle
from one canvass group to
another. Radio people, press
people, and yes, Projector
writers who've come to see
some fire through the smoke.
Did Winnipeggers have
anything to fear from the
Moonies? Yes and no. One
University of Manitoba professor of religous studies, interviewed on 24 Hours, gave a

figure of 6,000 as total
membership for the Moonies
in North America. They are
not rampant, but danger does
not necessarily come in large
numbers. Essentially, nobody
can prove that they do actual
damage, mental or physical, to
people. Unless a person is held
against his own will, the
Unification Church leaders

to return. No result. Once an
attractive young woman,
Melagaan says that she is now
obese and slobbish, feeding
herself on low-protein diet used by the Church.
"The Moonies play on a
person's insecurities," says
Melagaan, who partially
blames her sister's conversion
on the poor family atmosphere
she had to grow up in.
Melagaan felt guilt and anger
herself for a long time, but
says she has learned to live
with the situation. While wanting more than ever for her
sister to leave the cult and
come home, she doesn't
believe in deprogramming.
Act 2: Inside the Westin,
the anti-cultists are making
sure they haven't missed
anybody. They flank the
escalator that leads up to the
auditourium for the Moonies'
slideshow and presentation. If
you've already taken a pamphlet, they'll notice it in your

complaining.
Bitch long enough, you
get action — or your teeth
kicked in. Projector people get

neither while still getting in,
mostly because they recognize
this is no time to explain what
the Projector is.
The Moonies give a slide
show which is a quickie history
of Canada. Enjoyable and
fastpaced, it is so squeaky
clean you might think the
Canadian government produced it. There is polite applause,
and the lights come up.
Reverend Martin Porter of the
Unification Church steps up to
the lectern, and in stilted
English tones, begins to speak.
While Projector people listen

like other schmucks, John
Harvard is frowning two rows
behind us. He is getting out his
steno, but after listening for a
moment or two, he closes it
again. He knows, Reverend
Martin Porter, as we all know
in a minute if we don't
continued on page two
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A Wall of
Depression

Entertainment
by Vera-Lynn Kubinec

The Wall: depressing, dire, dismal
Waters sings "Mother do you
think they'll drop the bomb?"
Pink's fantasy portrays
the education system as brainwashing. Assembly line
children who wear masks of
anonymity are ground into

OFF THE
RECORD
by Gordie Agar
BILLY IDOL (Chrysalis Records)
Billy Idol spent his tender years fronting Generation
X — one of the forerunners of the '76 punk epidemic.
Gen X collected a sizeable following in hometown London, but remained relatively obscure in western lands.
Two years ago Billy dumped his band. He fled to New
York, hoping to become rich and famous as a solo artist.
By some small miracle, the Aucoin Management (Kiss,
Village People, etc.) scooped him up and landed him a
recording contract. What luck! Last winter he released,
Don't Stop, a mini-LP featuring a sappy, pop-dance version of the Shondells' Mony Mony. He performed it on
Solid Gold with those beautiful and talented Solid Gold
dancers. The song was a mild success in the rock discos.
Now, Billy Idol is trying to live up to his name with
the release of his self titled solo album. Image sells and lots
of management bucks are being thrown into the selling of
Idol. His concerts are big news in the states. Pubescent
girls are wetting their pants over this Johnny Rotten meets
Shaun Cassidy hunk of rock 'n roll flesh. A guy for the girl
who wants more than the boy next door. Of course,
mom'll like him too — even if he does wear leather and
use Quiet Touch.
So, it comes as no surprise that the Billy Idol debut is
a safe American, corporate rock album dressed in a punky
poster boy cover. It's inoffensive — there are no naughty
words here. It's cleanly produced with radio airplay in
mind, which isn't to say that it's totally disposable. There
are some good moments — the tribal Love Calling, and
the dreamy, almost spooky procession of White Wedding,
outstanding. Throughout the rest of the disc, which ranges
from mediocre riff 'n rhthym to mindless formula, Idol
sees fit to bark, yelp and screech at every opportunity. His
guitar playing, like his singing, is decidedly average. The
single, Hot In The City, stinks!
At his recent live performances in Toronto, the
crowd, like his album, was a mixed bag of cute, but
pimply-faced teenybops and greasy rockers. Questions
were asked: Will Idol's hard-core Gen X cult following of
old still find something of worth in him? Will the fickle
youth market take Billy to their hearts, ears and bedroom
walls? Will Idol achieve the superstar status he so yearns
for?
His make-up man is credited on the album, but only
his hairdresser knows for sure.
-

Projector Jet File Interview:

by Mark Stange

Dismal. Desolate. Dire.
The Wall is back, this time
complete with pictures. As a
movie it's just as depressing,
but it detonates on the screen
with powerful imagery skilfully created by an imagination
run amok.
The double-disc album by
Pink Floyd released in 1979 is
the setting for liberal spilling
of blood and guts, heightened
by flashbacks and animated
scenes.
Although a Friday night
audience laughed at opening
scene beauty shots of a fat
cleaning lady, they were soon
silenced by collages of dead
soldiers strewn about as Roger
Waters' voice sang, "mamma
loves her baby." The weakstomach person beware.
Waters' lyrics become the
thoughts of one dangerously
depressed singer/songerwriter
named Pink. The plot follows
the path of Pink's mind and
appears as a big bad dream.
Pink is tormented by
scenes of war; death, pools of
blood. Flashbacks show him
as a young boy during the Second World War. Now he is
dreading the next war, and

ON THE
BAND WAGON

NFLPA: More
nerve than a
toothache

hamburger by a machine.
Gerald Scarfe's animation techniques create spectacular images. Women are
portrayed as monsters with
long necks and venomous
fangs because Pink's relationships with women have been
mostly sad and unsuccessful.
Pink's grade school teacher is
shown as a tyrant with popout eyes and skinny arms and
legs because the boy was a
slightly wayward student.
The deranged singer . is
repeatedly shown wasting
away in front of a television
set as if mesmerized by it. And
what does he watch? War
movies. Waters takes a critical
shot at television violence.
Bob Geldorf is capable in
his role as Pink, but as a singer
for the Boomtown Rats he has
had some preparation for the
part. Despite a lack of
dialogue in the role, Geldorf
looks convincingly neurotic, a
perfect Pink.
The women's roles are
low profile and superficial.
Jenny Wright plays a
stereotypic sex machine who is
just a prop for the rock performer.
Themes like the ravages
of war, educational brainwashing and failing marriages
are not new, but director Alan
Parker has given them impact
in The Walt His blend of

flashbacks and animation with
fantasy shows the despair of a
single young man.
The total picture is dreary
and offers neither solution nor
glint of hope. Walls, walls,
walls. Take away the fantasy
and maybe Pink is just the
average frustrated guy these
days.
The Wall is showing at
Northstar 1. Rated APG.

** * Int ***It
Coming Attractions
In the next Projector's
Entertainment section, Guy
Prokopetz will give you tips on
getting the best movies at the
best prices and Daniel Barry
will review the new film
Tempest. Mark Stange will be
here as always with nevi's on
bands and pubs and if you're
really good, then maybe we'll
put something else in.

Want to catch a real good band? If you've got the
time in your busy school schedule to go the the bars, there
are lots of rock clubs in the city that have live entertainment. In this column, you'll be seeing the info on the
bands and where they are playing each and every week.
This week's band is fairly new on the national pub circuit, from Toronto comes a band called Click. These boys
are hard rock and roll types, catering to just about
everyone's tastes. They play some excellent tunes from the
progressive rock tunes to some far out golden oldies (or
Rock classics as the guys at 92 and CFRW like to call
them). Such selections as Led Zeppelin's "Misty Mountain
Hop", Elton John's "Benny and the Jets", "Rocket
Man", "Saturday Night's Alright For Fighting", and
Rush's big hit "Tom Sawyer", are among the groups
repetoire. Having been together only since February,
they've only had a chance to get together one original tune
which they called "Stranger Danger", which is one of your
basic raunchy rock tunes. This one has definite possibilities
for success in my opinion.
Click is a four man band made up of: Keith RetsonSpalding on Keyboards and vocals, Dave Carruthers on
Drums, Peter Sanderson on Bass, and Joey Dawson on
electric guitar. When queried about their musical intentions and influences, Joey told me that they were heavily
influenced by bands such as Rush and Led Zeppelin. The
band is trying to concentrate on their music at the present
time, attempting to focus their efforts on original pieces of
music. The question of seeing an album from these guys
right now is rather limited as they are still trying to
establish themselves in the music industry, however, don't
sell them short. I can see alot of potential in these guys so
be on the lookout for more stuff to come from Click.
A lot of credit for success in this business is due to the
people behind the scene in a rock band. Click is not exception to the rule. They have indeed got some excellent talent
behind them in their lighting man David Retson and the
sound man Dean Roney. David coordinates the lights to
match the music which is at its peak quality under the excellent guiding hand of Dean. Both of these "performers
behind the scenes" deserve the credit for making Click not
only audible but visual as well.
Click is at the present time, working on a Western
tour that has brought them to Winnipeg's Norlander Hotel
and is now bringing them to Medicine Hat, Alberta and
other points west. I'm sure you will all join me in wishing
these guys good luck in their future endeavors in the rock
industry. Keep your eyes peeled for their second return this
winter on their way back to Toronto. Rock on Red River!

Stretch Marks

all the advantages over the

Dale Hawerchuk
The following you are
about to read, is a new feature
to the Projector. It is designed
to give you the reader an insight into the basic thought,
and ideas of various players,
and personnel of the Winnipeg
Jets. Every issue we will bring
you a different member of the
NHL organization, in a basic
question-answer format. It is
hoped that you will enjoy this
"Jet File" as we have appropriately named it. Thus
without any further ado, we
bring you Jet File 1.
Dale Hawerchuck.
Projector: Have you always
played as a centre?

then I'll lay down for around
11/2 to 2 hours, and that usually puts me in a good mental

Hawerchuck: No, I used to be
a left winger when I played my
minor hockey, and then my
coach in Junior B switched me
to centre, and then I was
drafted Junior as a centre, and
I played there ever since.

Hawerchuck: Well, last year I
went back to Oshawa. Basically I travel alot I did a few promotions, and a couple of endorsments, I played a lot of
golf, and other sports, and I
do alot of relaxing.

and physical state for the
game.
Projector: How about when
you're on the road?
Hawerchuck: It's pretty much
the same, you know, we practice around noon till about
one, and then you get out of
there, and you have to look
for a restaurant, after you've
been around the circuit once
though you pretty well know
the spots, so it's not too bad.
Projector: How do you spend
your time in the off season?

Projector: What do you think

of the new division the Jets
have been put in this year?
Hawerchuck: Well that's hard
to say. You can look at our
division from last year, and
this year, and there really isn't
much difference. Edmonton is
a team that goes for scoring
more than rough stuff, Los
Angeles is same, I think that
the only team we have to
worry about is Vancouver.
Projector: Do you have any
hobbies?
Hawerchuck: Hockey.
Projector: Who is Daie
Hawerchuck?
Hawerchuck: Who is he? I
think he's just a mild mannered kind of guy, who, you
know, takes life like everyone
else does. I come to work
everyday at the arena. I like to
go home and relax after a day
at the office (HA,HA), and
like I said, my life really
revolves around sports.

Projector: Is there any one
aspect of hockey that you like
the best?
Hawerchuck: Well, I think
that I like everything about
hockey, I don't think that you
can be a pro hockey player
without enjoying to do
everything, whether it's travel
or what ever. I think that if
you don't like everything
about the game it makes it
tougher on you as a person,
and also for you to play
hockey.
Projector: What do you do the
day of the game, that is to say
in the way of preparation?
Hawerchuck: Well usually I'll
eat spaghetti, or lasagna for a
pre-game meal, and I'll usually have that around two or
three in the afternoon. And

by Jane Kalupar
At this very moment, Winnipeg is experiencing a
BAND BOOM. In the past three months, as many as 15
bands have come out.
How does one band stick out from the others?
ANY WAY THEY CAN.
Such is the case with The Stretchmarks, one of Winnipeg's rather prominent bands. Even though you may not
have heard of them, they do exist.
Bill Jackson, lead guitarist (ahem) for the band, says
they are "a sexual punk band, rather than a political one."
The Stretchmarks play 90 per cent hard core grind,
and appeal to "high energy skanking people who readily
support local new acts."
If all this appeals to you, check out the pub band
listings for their next gig. Or if you were lucky enough you
may have seen The Stretchmarks Sunday, September 19 on
Alternative Rockstand (Channel 13, 11:30 p.m.).
For half an hour, the boys cranked out some of their
original tunes such as Parapalegic, That's Electric, Professional Punk, and Dog's World. They keep their songs
down to about 30 seconds to one minute, because they
"don't want the people to get bored."
Musically, the guitar was out of tune and sounded the
same for every song. The drumming was inconsistent and
the singing sounded more like yelling.
However, they're popular with the Winnipeg 'punk'
crowd, and with other audiences as well; they've just completed a successful weekend in Minnieapolis.
So if you love 'hardcore raunch', short songs, and
skanking til you drop, check The Stretchmarks out . . . I
guess.
The Stretchmarks are:
Dik Savage . . . Singer
Bill Jackson . . . Guitar
Mark Iangtree (Mr. Energy, Sickby . . . Bass Guitar
Kelly (Aqualad) Jackson . . . Drums

Back to training
for rifle club
by Eric Dowell
Soon it will be back to

training at the St. James Civic
Centre on Saturdays, 1:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Riflemen
and women will progress in the
Imperial Shooting sports program and earn badges as they
progress. Hopefully a Hunter
Safety program will also be
run. Strict range safety will be
enforced at all times.
Several members of last
year's club joined the Man.
Provincial Rifle Association
(MPRA) and continued to
shoot outdoors over the summer at the Miller Road 50 m.
range.
Provincial trials were held
in June and one club member
received $300 travel costs to
attend the national meet at
Granville, Que. Two members
went and came back with 5

trophies. 3 more trophies were
collected at the MPRA shoot
Sept. 4 and 5.
If you can afford $6 a
shot, come out and join. You
will be provided with guns,
targets, reduced-price ammo,
and free advice. $3 will buy
you 50 rounds — that's 5
targets, which make a full
afternoon's shooting.

The club is planning a
"turkey shoot" sometime in
late November or early
December. Watch for posters
and information.
If you need more information, see Roy Pollock in
GM 17, North Gym, or Eric
Dowell in AI-31B. Failing

that, call John at 668-4626.

Riflemen display marksmanship trophies

by 8203212

Excuse me, I hate to say it
but who gives a damn if the
NFL players Association goes
on strike? For years I've heard
that the NFL is better than the
CFL and I think that's a
crock! If the CFL is to become
a better league, are they supposed to go on strike and leave
loyal fans high and dry? I
doubt it.
Let's take a look at the
NFL and it's inane rules. First
of all, one must appreciate the
excitement and importance of
a kick-off or punt return;
these returns can make or
break a football game.
However the Americans, in
their infinite wisdom, have added two rules which make kick
of punt returns as exciting as
forced labour. That dainty little rule, the "fair catch",
allows a return man to catch
the ball, but not get hit. If the
little tart doesn't want to get
hit, what's he doing playing
football anyway? The
Americans were thorough in
screwing up kick or punt
returns, but were even more so
with the "touch back" rule. If
the specialty-teams' man
doesn't feel like expending the
energy in catching the ball he
just ignores it completely, and
we get the treat of watching
four, or five monstrous
lineman huddle around the
football scared to touch it until it has stopped moving. Can
you believe it? Human
behemoths scared to touch a
piece of inflated leather. Boy,
that's" exciting stuff!
Now, if you still feel that
the NFL is superior to the
CFL, let me direct your
myopic little eyes to a few
more facts. If the NFL is better how come they need more
downs than the CFL, to get
the same ten yards? If the NFL
is so superior how come their
field is so much shorter; ten
yards to be exact. If the NFL is
so great, how come they have

CFL, yet the CFL averages
more points per game than the
NFL? It's because the CFL
has weaker teams like Ottawa
and Montreal you say, well the
NFL has Baltimore, Kansas
City, Seattle, St. Louis, NY
Giants, Chicago, Cleveland
and New Orleans. If the NFL
is three times the size of the
CFL, how come they have
four times the losers as the
CFL. At least, this is Ottawa's
first bad year, and Montreal's
second. Those teams listed
from the NFL, are perrenial
losers! How come Vince Ferragamo came from a Super
Bowl team in the NFL, and
played third-string quarterback for a last place team?
The same team, with the same
personnel that played in the
Grey Cup the year before, and

this NFL super-star can't do a
thing for them. Look me in the
eye and try and tell me the
NFL is better than the CFL.
Now let's try and figure
out why the NFL players are
on strike. Well it's simple, the
NFLPA wants a little more
money from the owners, 1.6
billion more. Wait, it gets funnier; the owners are willing to
give it to them, spread out
over five years. But alas, the
NFLPA wants it in four years,
not five, so they're going on
strike. From the sounds of it
you'd think they were underpaid, right? Wrong! Most of
these players make more
money than a doctor or a
lawyer or even the President of
the United States. Now considering most of these athletes
so called schooling came from
football factory schools,
where the diplomas are printed
on 3-ply toilet tissue, I don't
think that $300,000 per year is
classified as being underpaid.
If you still think the NFL
is the best, you'll have to wait
for this article to be published
in braille. IF you ask me, the
NFLPA has more nerve than a
toothache and if the pansies go
on strike they can stay there!
Only real men play in the
CFL, the NFL is for quicheeaters.

Let's Take a
Look at That
Professional wrestling is
serious business? Now let's
take a look at that!
In recent years, many articles have been written questioning the validity of professional wrestling.
There is actually some
real life drama that does take
place. The old biddies who
swear by it, the acrobatics that
take place in the ring, the
money involved, especially the
money involved.
The average pro makes
between $75,000, and
$100,000 a year, for the performances they put on, and I
guess that isn't bad. That is, if
you don't mind having people
throwing things at you, having

ketchup splattered on the side
of your face (supposed blood),
and especially having to put up
with "Mean Jean the big
mouth machine Oakalan"
man o man alive.
Anyways enough of this
senseless dribble here it is on
the line, pro wrestling is about
as valid as the Canadian dollar
on the open market. It's the
con of the century to be
truthful, and people continue
to be suckered in by it.
Ah vel, what can you do.
Mad Dog will continue to act
immature, Jessie Ventura will
continue trying to be Super
Jock 82', and Mean Jean will
stay on bennies, and that's
what makes the world go
round.

